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About This Game
Welcome to your Zenohell, soldier. Zenohell is a 90s styled shoot-em'up (in short, shmup) that is all about shooting, dodging,
collecting medals and getting score, while bl 5d3b920ae0
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Not many bullet hell shumps but this one really deserves a go The bullet hell dodging and enemy bullets are really challenging,
Fans of donpachi give it a try. I didnt like the weapons system honestly. Select diff ships for diff weapons. Thu out the game
you only can power up. No weapon changing items drop. No " HOLD TO FIRE CONCENTRATE LASER". Juz hold your Shot
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button all the way and also sometimes Slowdown ship to focus dodging. Still practising.. Awesome game! Would play again..
Not many bullet hell shumps but this one really deserves a go The bullet hell dodging and enemy bullets are really challenging,
Fans of donpachi give it a try. I didnt like the weapons system honestly. Select diff ships for diff weapons. Thu out the game
you only can power up. No weapon changing items drop. No " HOLD TO FIRE CONCENTRATE LASER". Juz hold your Shot
button all the way and also sometimes Slowdown ship to focus dodging. Still practising.. Zenohell is a shumup, that you can add
the lines from the old crt tvs and its very hard, I have played a few bullet hell top down shumups and even this one having less
bullets on screen it is a lot more hard, probably the hitbox of your spaceship is larger than bullet hell shumups, I should say that
I'm not the biggest fan of that graphics, they don't look oldschool, new school or even experimental, but the game itself is fun.. I
rate the game ZenoHell 2.5/5. Not particularly good overall. Almost OK but for 10 dollars, this schmup is overpriced. Great
sense of speed but I wish it had better graphics to go along with that. There are better games out there for the same price
(Crimzon Clover: World Ignition, for example). +Easy and responsive controls which have a classic feel. +3 ships to control.
+Lots of gameplay options. +Easy menus. +No bugs. +Extremely challenging but allows you to use as many 'continues' as you
want. +/-Extremely bad graphics except the game does feature a nice sense of speed. Unfortunately the landscapes which scroll
by are mind-numbingly repetitive. +/-This game has a brief background story but it lacks detail. -The retro styled chip-tunes
music is only catchy in a few places. Mostly it's just either mediocre or irritating. -Boring, uninteresting bosses and enemies.
-Repetitive, low-quality sound effects. -High system requirements, particularly when one considers how truly simple, even
primitive, the graphics are.. i love shmups, i almost let this one pass me by. it just didnt look interesting to me. but it was on sale
and the reviews seemed pretty positive. the game mechanics and controls are pretty darn good. its fast and frentic, at first i said
to myself the graphics are kinda awful, but after playing, you lose sight of that really quickly. too much dodging to just keep up.
its a pretty hard game, but once you get the hang of it you start asking yourself how did i ever survive that wave of bullets. its a
very satisfying experience.. Compared to it's sequel, this game and its patterns felt much more traditional. Not in a bad way, it is
very fun nonetheless. The difficulty ramps up to a crazy level, so I was happy some of my usual strats could help. I liked it, but
the readability is quite problematic with medals and your shot distracting quite a bit. The bullets are quite small too. I don't
know if I'll be spending the time required to 1cc it, but I can definitely see myself replaying this often.
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